Transportation to the downtown area of Pittsburgh from Pittsburgh airport is quite straightforward. You can choose from a number of taxi, shuttle and limousine services which are available from the Pittsburgh airport website. For a simple and reliable option, book your Pittsburgh Airport transfer to downtown Pittsburgh directly with Pittsburgh airport shuttle and taxi. Uber and Lyft are also options.

When you land at Pittsburgh International Airport, make the VisitPITTSBURGH Welcome Center in Baggage Claim your first stop. From maps to coupons, you'll find everything you need to enjoy the city.

**AIRPORT TRANSPORTATION**

*Ride Share* - Transportation network companies ZTrip, Uber and Lyft are now authorized to pick up and drop off passengers at Pittsburgh International Airport. These popular ride-share services are accessed through smartphone or tablet apps. Pick up is at the designated area outside of Door #4 on the commercial curb.

*By Taxi* - One-way fare between Pittsburgh International Airport and Downtown is about $40.00. Upon arrival at the airport, proceed to the landside terminal, lower level, exit through the "commercial" doors and head toward the taxi stand area on the curb where cabs are waiting.

Checker Cab  412-664-5600  People’s Cab  412-441-3200  ZTrip  412-777-7777

**SCOOTER RENTAL**

Scooter rental for the AMVETS convention (August 19-26, 2023) at The Wyndham Grand Pittsburgh Downtown, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, will be offered at the discounted rate of $150 for the rental and $50 for delivery/pickup ($200 total). You can book directly by emailing service@ritewaymobility.com or by calling 724-407-0713 and mentioning that you are with the AMVETS convention. Please contact Riteway Mobility directly if you have any questions.